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Your Opinion Matters At Progressive, we want to know what you think. While we're pleased with our track record and the
awards we've received, we're more interested in hearing what you think.

By Singyin Lee in Blogging. Updated on July 19, We all have opinions. Some of us have no inhibitions
sharing them with total strangers on the internet or via social media. In some circumstances, two very different
opinions collide and all hell breaks loose. And this happens on a daily, sometimes hourly basis. Having
opinions is healthy. It indicates a progressive nature â€” one which signifies that we are improving to be
better, better educated, more knowledgeable people. But because everyone has opinions, everyone thinks they
are deserving of being heard, applauded, agreed with, admired and liked for their opinions. Does that mean
you have to stop having opinions? Of course not, but there are a few things we should address when it comes
to opinions. Fact Vs Opinions First of all, what is an opinion and what is a fact? Is Pluto a planet regardless of
what the scientific definition says? Unfortunately yes, Pluto is a dwarf planet. That is a scientific fact. The
brontosaurus does not exist. Coffee is both good and bad for you. Facts are facts; opinions are opinions.
Similarly, opinions can change too. Opinions Can Change Why is it so hard to have an opinion on the
Internet? My theory is that it is written down: The problem with social media is that your past opinions can
come back and haunt you. The thing is, whatever opinions, stances or views you susbcribed to when you were
14 may not be the same as when you are People change, so do opinions. And while it is harder to hold verbal
opinions against someone, an inked opinion is pretty hard to shake off. And no one is safe from this, not even
celebrities. Is it fair to hold a status someone shared 5 years ago against them? If you do, eventually no one
will dare give any opinions at all. Being entitled to an opinion does not automatically make the opinion right.
If you want to fight to the death for your opinion, remember that you have to be accountable for how you
deliver that opinion, and that there is still a possibility of you being proven wrong. Opinions Need Context
Face it, in every argument there is someone who is probably wrong and the other person is therefore, by
elimination and definition, right. Why in the world would arguments drag out so long then? Many arguments
cannot be resolved because the people involved in the argument are basing their opinions on different
contexts. Ask if breastfeeding automatically makes a woman a better mother and World War 3 commences.
When discussing the natural goodness and bonding powers of the act of breastfeeding, yes it has its benefits
that is good to the newborn. They all take shape in this bubble of conditions that we call context. Opinions
Label You There are a lot of cliques, gangs and groups online: And like all great battles, there are plenty of
passionate people on both sides of the war. When you have an opinion that aligns yourself to a group or
faction, you run the risk of mistaking this sense of acceptance and belonging as who you are. You get reduced
down to a label, when in fact you have a personality that is so much more complex and too complicated to be
summarized by a single label such as feminist, hipster, fanboy, grammar nazi or housewife. You have your
own set of opinions, formed by your life experiences, by the things you read, by the conversations you have,
and you deserve to let that surface. Your Opinion Matters I attended a publishing seminar once by a renowned
speaker from a visiting university. Share Your Opinion Have an opinion on something you feel passionately
about? Check out the guidelines here and how you can contact us , and we might just feature your work.
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We look forward to many more years of remarkably serving your real estate needs. You exceeded every
expectation I had when we first started this ordeal. You are a true professional and I was very fortunate to
stumble upon you guys during my search. I will never miss an opportunity to send people your way in the
future. From the very first phone call to signing on closing day, Ryan met and exceeded all of my
expectations. I highly recommend Ryan Hukill. We at Real Talk Oklahoma are proud to call him our trusted
advisor and friend. He is a great asset to your company. I originally reached out to Brian about 6 weeks ago
after seeing one of his listing on line. Brian was very proactive in following up and setting us up with our
customized list of homes great interactive tool by the way. He listens well and quickly got a feel for our
personalities and what we were looking for in a home. Plus he has a good sense of humor- and my wife likes
him which is no small feat. Our initial house hunting trip was somewhat spur of the moment and included
about 14 houses we wanted to see. Brian was able to make all the arrangements to fit our schedule without
much lead time. He was a good sounding board as we discussed pros and cons and gave us his honest opinion
when asked. One thing I noticed as a sales professional myself for the last 17 years is that Brian seems to have
mastered the art of being assertive without seeming to be assertive. Very beneficial as we needed to transition
quickly since I am changing roles and locations within my company. He was available day and night to return
calls and emails. I have recommended him to friends who plan to purchase in the near future. He really made
our home search and buying experience a dream. His knowledge of what was available and the value of homes
in our area made using his service a breeze. We would highly recommend him to any one in the market to buy
or sell a home. As we were relocating from out-of-state, his constant communication and quick response time
was greatly appreciated. Thanks, Ryan, for guiding us through the process and helping us find our perfect
house! Ryan is extremely professional, knowledgeable and incredibly friendly. And in the next breath, I asked
him if he would represent us when that time came for us to move. While there were other interested buyers,
the market has been tough. Fate was on our side and the house was available when we received our orders to
stay in Oklahoma City! He made recommendations on minor improvements and what clutter to clear to make
our house the most presentable. Through all of that, he was able to sell our home in one day three if you count
the negotiations! While relieved, I actually felt a little guilty because I knew three couples who all had their
homes on the market for over three months. So, if you are looking for a a true gentleman, who will provide
you with expert guidance, with the utmost integrity, then Ryan Hukill is the realtor for you. He has a passion
for providing exceptional service to his clients, and we will always be grateful. We met for coffee and a brief
introduction. Two hours later we both had other places to be. Ryan is truly a real estate professional, and he
operates his business out of authenticity, transparancy and a lengthy track record of dependability. If you are
thinking about purchasing or selling a home in the Edmond or OKC area, you should at least visit with Ryan.
If you live in the Oklahoma City area, or are moving here, you should call them for help. Spent an hour last
night walking us page by page through 27 pages of loan documents and explaining how an extra half or whole
payment would effect the amortization schedule. He was more teacher and adviser than salesman, something
we truly appreciate. Need a home loan? I sure wish that I had sought your services prior to my previous two
Realtors as they each listed our house for over 8 months each. You listed it via techniques and methods that
were of the facet that obtained results in a few weeks. The Agent to seller relationship was one of the best
experiences that I have ever been associated with. You not only focused your efforts to sell my house but kept
us informed more than I was expecting. In the short time that we have been working together, you not only
earned my respect but I have obtained a great friend. We sincerely pray and wish you and your family the very
best of wishes and hope you stay in touch. He is one of the few agents I have worked with that genuinely has
my best interest in mind. I was and still am very pleased with the quality work you give to your clients. I still
would completely recommend you to anyone in the Oklahoma market in a heart beat. The most important
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thing is that you have the common sense and know-how to sell a home. Thank you for all that you did to give
us peace in our life at the time when we desperately needed it. His approach to comprehensive marketing of
properties through the use of new media is phenomenal, which means faster results for you. I know putting up
with us has not been easy: I have full confidence when referring him to my clients! My wife and I found them
very professional, friendly, and accommodating. We very much appreciate the way they kept our well being in
mind by checking, then rechecking all of the details of the transactions to make sure we were covered in all
aspects of the sale and purchase. I highly recommend them to everyone. Thank you Ryan and Brooke! During
the entire process, Ryan was always available, he was quick to return calls, and he always knew or found
answers to our questions. Ryan does what he says he will do, and if we ever decide to move again, we will be
giving him a call.
3: Your Opinion Matters
Your Opinion Matters I attended a publishing seminar once by a renowned speaker from a visiting university. During the
Q&A session, I asked his opinion on a popular trending issue at the time but well within the area of expertise of this
Professor Emeritus.

4: Freedom RV :: Consumer Reviews :: your opinion matters
Your Opinion Matters! Voice your opinion now and make it count! Free to register Government backed Polls that matter.
Controversial Poll of the Week.

5: Department of Labor and Workforce Development | Your Opinion Matters
your opinion matters We know that you have many choices in where to receive healthcare services in greater Atlanta. It
is our goal to provide you with very good care.

6: Voice Your Opinions â€“ Your Opinion Matters
your opinion matters At MFR we value our supporters, please take 2 minutes to answer the questions below and help us
get to know you better. Thank you for your continued support!

7: Why Your Opinion Matters & Why You Shouldn't Fear Having One - Hongkiat
Kansas Gas Service has filed an application with the Kansas Corporation Commission requesting a $ million net base
rate increase. The requested increase would affect the portions of a customer's bill that relate to the delivery of natural
gas, including the fixed monthly service charge and delivery charge.

8: At the ShowMeOKC Team, YOUR OPINION MATTERS! - ShowMeOKC
Market research is interesting But unless you know what to do with it, it won't help you reach your communications
objectives.

9: Kansas Corporation Commission - Your Opinion Matters
Best Remixes Of Popular Songs 24/7 Live Stream Music ðŸ”¥ Electro House & Party Club Dance Mix N&T Official
watching Live now.
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